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I   nspired by the richly decorated interiors 
of medieval churches in the province of 
Uppland, Sweden, this gorgeous book is a 
visual playground for the knitter.

Author, graphic artist, and hand-knit
designer Anna-Karin Lundberg provides 
a stunning photographic glimpse into her 
country’s creative and religious history while
explaining her own fascination with the 
motifs, colors, and shapes of the Middle Ages. 
Lundberg then seamlessly translates the
luxurious swirling vine patterns, graceful 
borders, and exciting color combinations
from dozens of dramatic mural paintings 
and period textiles into sumptuous modern-
day knits anyone can wear.

Knitters will find step-by-step instructions 
for 20 original projects, including sweaters,
vests, jackets, scarves, and gloves. There are
patterns for women, men, and children, and
tips for sizing and finishing. Throughout, 
full-color photos and diagrams provide
ample points of reference to ensure unique 
and striking results.

Medieval-Inspired Knits shines a fresh and 
glorious light on the look of the Middle
Ages, proving that what’s old can indeed 
be made new again, with yarn and knitting 

needles as the means of reinvention.

$21.95

A   nna-Karin Lundberg began knitting 
as a child and is a self-taught graphic 
and textile designer with a university 
degree in musicology and ethnology. She 
is the designer behind the Kajsa Sticks 
collections—playfully traditional designs 
for hand-knit garments that are fun to knit  
and easy to wear. Historical inspiration is a 
common trait in Lundberg’s designs, and her 
fascination with period costumes is reflected 
in her motifs, colors, shaping, and knitting 
technique (www.kajsasticks.se).
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pages where the Bible’s stories are illustrated with 
two stories portending of the Old Testament for 
every New Testament motif. The Biblia pauperum 
was not a cheap edition of the Bible but was a pic-
ture Bible intended for the “poor in spirit,” particu-
larly aimed at parish priests so that they could bet-
ter explain the biblical texts to their parishioners. 
In Sweden the 1460 edition became the dominant 
model for mural painting in the churches.

The paintings were made during the light and 
warm summer months and were probably finished 
within one season. During the winter half of the 
year the artist’s studio – consisting of the paint-
ing master himself and one or two journeymen and 
apprentices – was probably occupied with other 
projects. For example, they might make prepara-
tory sketches for the next project and other fur-
nishing details for the church interior, such as the 
carvings and textiles. Albertus Pictor (or Albert the 
painter as he is sometimes called), who was also 
known under the name of Albert pearl knitter, is 

the best known example of such comprehensive 
entrepreneurs for the church. Pearl knitting is an 
older word for embroidery and many artfully em-
broidered church textiles from Albert’s studio are 
still preserved.

With time the paintings went through various 
changes. During the eighteenth century, literacy 
increased in the parishes and people read psalm 
books during the services. More light was then 
needed and therefore new windows were installed 
on the churches’ previously closed north side, and, 
at the same time, small existing apertures were 
enlarged. As a consequence, some of the wall 
paintings were destroyed while the paintings on 
the vaults, for the most part, escaped unscathed. 
Many paintings were whitewashed over because of 
changed aesthetic ideals: clean white church inter-
iors became desirable in line with neoclassical style. 
The nineteenth century interest in archeological 
research led to a renewed look at the old church 
frescos around the end of the century. The goal was 

The paintings in Härkeberg church were made by  
Albertus Pictor in the 1480’s and represent a prophet.

An example of how the colors in the paintings in 
Härkeberga church have changed. The sleeve painted 
on a foundation of wood is still a clear orange while 
the shoulder and collar that were painted on quicklime 
plaster are a noticeably darker shade.
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Albertus Pictor

T he originator of the paintings in Löt church 
is considered to have been someone in Al-
bertus Pictor’s circle of painters who pos-

sibly worked under the supervision of Albertus 
himself. This picture shows one of the roof vaults. 
Albertus often used the Biblia Pauperum as a mod-
el and his paintings in the pictured room are dis-
tinguished by more substantive figures with great-
er depth than those of earlier church painters. The 
garments in this section were inspired by the paint-

ings in the Härke, Löt, and Bromma churches.
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BODY: With golden yellow and circular U.S. 1-2 
/ 2.5 mm, CO 277 sts. Work back and forth in 
stockinette for 8 rows. Change to orange heather, 
CO 4 sts, and complete row, ending by casting on 
CO 4 sts = 285 sts total. Now join to work in the 
round, making sure that stitches are not twisted. 
Place marker at beginning of rnd. Knit 1 rnd with 
orange heather. Change to golden yellow and knit 
7 rnds. Cut yarn. Change to circular U.S. 2-3 / 3 
mm and work pattern following chart as follows: 
work 4 steek sts, work 132 sts following chart A, 
13 sts following chart B, 132 sts following chart A 
(begin at arrow on chart), and end with 4 steek sts. 
The 8 steek sts are for the center front opening and 
are worked as follows: the outermost st at each side 
is an edge st and is always knit with MC; the 6 sts 

white

dark turquoise

malachite green

light turquoise heather

medium brown 

red-brown

center stitch center stitchA B

Row 
94

 Begin here after chart B
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A

B

center stitch

center stitch

4 and 8 years
6 years

sleeve 
8 years

sleeve 
4 and 6 
years

white

dark blue-gray
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Techniques used in this Book

This book does not include any knitting basics. The 
instructions assume that the reader/knitter can cast 
on, work knit and purl stitches, increase and de-
crease stitches, and bind off. The following sections 
are an overview of the various knitting techniques 
used in this book as well as descriptions of tech-
niques needed for finishing the knitted garments.

Gauge

Every knitter holds the yarn to different degrees 
of tightness or looseness. When you are going to 
knit something, in order to be certain that it will 
have the correct measurements, it is important to 
check your gauge before beginning to knit. In or-
der to do that, you need to knit a gauge swatch. 
If the gauge on the swatch is not the same as that 
given in the pattern, you need to change to larg-
er or smaller needles or else your garment will be 
the wrong size. Knitting a gauge swatch is a ba-
sic requirement for obtaining a good final result, 
particularly if you want to use another yarn than 
that suggested in the pattern. It seems, though, that 
many knitters skip this step (I’ve almost always re-
gretted the times I’ve decided not to knit a gauge 
swatch). A common mistake – when someone does 
knit a gauge swatch – is to work the swatch back 
and forth even when planning to knit in the round 
for the project. In that case, you will undoubtedly 
get the correct stitch width but not the length be-
cause the length of the stitch is usually a bit longer 
when working in the round rather than back and 
forth. In other words, it is important to work the 

swatch the same way as the instructions specify for 
the garment. Color pattern knitting also produces 
a different gauge than single-color stockinette. At 
the beginning of every pattern in this book, we in-
clude the knitting technique for the gauge swatch; 
if it is in two-color stranded knitting, we also list 
which chart to follow for the swatch. If the com-
pleted swatch has too many stitches in 4 in / 10 cm, 
change to larger needles. If the gauge swatch has 
too few stitches, change to smaller needles.

Here are two different methods for working gauge 
swatches in the round that are useful for two-color 
stranded knitting. Unfortunately, the yarn for the 
swatch can’t be reused since the swatch will be cut 
open.

METHOD 1: Cast on as many stitches as the pattern 
lists for 4 in / 10 cm + at least 10 more stitches and 
divide onto three or four dpn. Work around for at 
least half as many rounds as needed for 4 in / 10 
cm in length + 4-5 rounds (half of the row count = 
2.5 in / 5 cm. Cut the piece open, carefully press it 
flat under a damp pressing cloth, and then measure 
the gauge.

METHOD 2: Work as many stitches and rows as for 
Method 1 using two dpn or a circular. Knit on the 
right side only and cut yarn at the end of every row. 
After every row, slide the stitches rightwards down 
the needle; repeat to desired length. Tie the yarn 
ends in pairs at the beginning and end of the rows. 
Carefully press the swatch flat under a damp press-
ing cloth, and then measure the gauge.

Knitting Techniques
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Example of two-color stranded knitting as seen on the 
right side (RS).

Example of two-color stranded knitting as seen on the 
wrong side (WS).

Color pattern knitting

There are several ways to work color patterns, such 
as Fair Isle, intarsia, and mosaic knitting. The tech-
nique primarily used in this book is stockinette col-
or patterning with two or more colors of yarn but 
never more than two colors per row. When work-
ing color patterns this way, there are a few things 
to keep in mind:

CHANGING COLORS: Always change colors the same 
way, always bringing the pattern or contrast color 
under the main or background color to emphasize 
the pattern. One exception to this rule is in the pat-
tern for the Härkeberga Flowery Vine vest where 
you change colors the opposite way. If you always 
change colors the same way throughout, (for ex-
ample, always bringing the new color over the old 
color,) the yarns will twist unevenly and the knit 
surface will pucker. A common Fair Isle technique 
is to hold the contrast color in one hand and the 
main color in the other hand. This method is ideal 
for working short pattern repeats that are only a 
few stitches across in the motif. I always hold both 

yarns in my left hand and change yarns with the 
thumb, index, and middle finger but each knitter 
should find the method that suits him or herself. 
In the long run, the method that feels best in your 
hands is the one that works best!

STRANDING: When you are knitting with alternat-
ing strands of yarn from two balls on the same row, 
strands of the yarn not in use form on the back of 
the work.  Strands or floats should lie at the cor-
rect tension on the wrong side of the fabric. They 
should not be pulled in too tightly because that will 
make the surface pucker; if they are too loose, the 
piece will look sloppy and uneven and the pattern 
won’t show clearly. Hold the knitted fabric nearest 
the tips of the needles so that it lies sufficiently well 
stretched and smooth on the needles as you work, 
particularly the fabric on the right needle. Don’t 
crumple up the knitting in your hands!

CATCHING FLOATS: In single-color sections stretch-
ing out over more than 5 stitches, the strand not 
in use should be caught on the wrong side to pre-
vent the float from becoming too long. If floats are 
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ABOVE: Detail from the center panel on the Norrsunda 
Arch Panel vest as seen from the right side.

The same detail as seen from the wrong side.

Intarsia

Intarsia knitting requires working with separate 
small balls of yarn or long, loosely hanging strands 
of the pattern colors for each color field. In the 
intarsia variation used for the Norrsunda Arch 
Panel vest, the main color floats behind the work 
on the wrong side. The strands of the main color 
are caught by the pattern color yarns on the wrong 
side in the single-color areas that stretch over more 
than five stitches. A general rule is to twist the 
yarns around each other one stitch past each color 
change. If the pattern color section continues on 
the next row and begins vertically above or just to 
the right of the pattern color on the previously knit 
row, you should prepare the yarn change by twist-
ing the yarns around each other one stitch ahead 
(on the same row it will be to the left of) of the place 
where you will begin using the pattern color next. 
You can even catch the yarn on the same row you 
are knitting on by twisting the main color and pat-
tern color one stitch before the color change. The 
Norrsunda Arch Panel has some places in the color 
changes so close to each other that you can take 
the “rules” above with a grain of salt and twist the 
yarns where they are.
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